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A comparison between STRAIGHT, glottal, and sinusoidal vocoding in statistical parametric speech synthesis
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Abstract—A vocoder is used to express a speech waveform with a controllable parametric representation that can be converted back into a speech waveform. Vocoders representing their main categories (mixed excitation, glottal, sinusoidal vocoders) were compared in this study with formal and crowd-sourced listening tests. Vocoder quality was measured within the context of analysis-synthesis as well as text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis in a modern statistical parametric speech synthesis framework. Furthermore, the TTS experiments were divided into synthesis with vocoder-specific features and synthesis with a shared envelope model, where the waveform generation method of the vocoders is mainly responsible for the quality differences. Finally, all of the tests included four distinct voices as a way to investigate the effect of different speakers on the synthesized speech quality.

The obtained results suggest that the choice of the voice has a profound impact on the overall quality of the vocoder-generated speech, and the best vocoder for each voice can vary case by case. The single best-rated TTS system was obtained with the glottal vocoder GlottDNN using a male voice with low expressiveness. However, the results indicate that the sinusoidal vocoder PML (pulse model in log-domain) has the best overall performance across the performed tests. Finally, when controlling for the spectral models of the vocoders, the observed differences are similar to the baseline results. This indicates that the waveform generation method of a vocoder is essential for quality improvements.

Index Terms—Speech synthesis, vocoder, statistical parametric speech synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

A vocoder is used to express a speech waveform with a parametric representation that can be converted back into a speech waveform. Furthermore, the parametric representation enables the statistical modeling of speech and it also makes it possible to manipulate speech, for example, to enhance its intelligibility [1]. These properties make vocoders flexible tools that can be applied in several areas of speech technology such as statistical parametric speech synthesis [2], voice transformation and modification [3], musical applications [4], and even low bit-rate speech coding [5]. However, in order to be used with generic parameterization techniques, vocoders discard a part of speech information, for instance the phase of the excitation signal \( 1 \). Thus signal reconstruction by vocoders is lossy, not only with respect to quantization, which is a fundamental difference from modern high-quality speech codecs [8].

In statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS), a vocoder is one of the traditional backbones of the framework that enables the statistical modeling of context-dependent speech using parameters (see Figure 4). The majority of vocoders used in SPSS are based on some form of the source-filter model of speech production [6], which assumes that speech is a convolution between an excitation signal and a filter. This separation is effective in allowing modifications to produce a vast space of perceptually different speech sounds. This versatility of vocoders has been key for their adoption within SPSS as vocoders can be used to reliably and efficiently transform generated speech parameters into stable, continuous waveforms of different characteristics. In addition to SPSS, vocoders have been utilized in voice modification tasks due to the versatility of the parametric representation [9].

The main drawback of vocoding has been—and still continues to be—the artifacts generated by over-simplified source-filter modeling, caused by poor separation of speech into excitation and filter [10], and especially by too simple modeling of the excitation: A straightforward voiced excitation model, consisting only of an impulse train controlled by the fundamental frequency \( (f_0) \), results in a “robotic,” “buzzy” voice that is perceived as highly unnatural by human listeners [2]. This problem has been addressed in several vocoder-oriented SPSS studies aiming at synthetic speech of better segmental voice quality.

The vocoders developed can be categorized roughly into three groups: 1) mixed excitation with a spectral envelope (e.g., STRAIGHT [10], [11], WORLD [12], DSM [13]), 2) glottal vocoders (e.g., GlottHMM [14], GSS [15]), and 3) sinusoidal vocoders (e.g., HMPD [16], HNM [17], Vocaine [18]). The mixed excitation and glottal vocoders operate under the assumption of the source-filter model of speech production (see Section II-B), but the interpretation of the main spectral properties between the source and filter are different: In mixed excitation, the source is assumed to be a spectrally flat, “impulse plus noise” signal, with all of the spectral envelope information contained in the filter. Glottal

---

1In this study the term vocoder refers to the abstraction of the channel vocoder [6], and not, for instance, the phase vocoder [7] that synthesizes speech from encoded phase derivatives with the cost of general modifiability.
In SPSS applications, however, sinusoidal vocoders have to resort to source-filter based parameterization after the analysis 
[19]. This is because regression tasks in acoustic models require constant-length target vectors, whereas the number of sinusoids in the acoustic signal is not constant but depends on $f_0$. Thus, sinusoidal vocoders commonly convert the sinusoidal amplitudes into a spectral envelope representation from which the sinusoid amplitudes (with minimum phase response) are sampled according to $f_0$ during synthesis. As an alternative to vocoding, SPSS research has recently ventured into direct waveform modeling frameworks (e.g., WaveNet [20], Tacotron [21]) that aim to circumvent the problematic signal processing-based waveform synthesis of vocoders by treating speech synthesis more as an end-to-end (text to waveform) machine learning problem. The segmental speech quality achieved by these systems has been shown to surpass vocoder-based SPSS, but with many orders of magnitude higher computational costs and little controllability over the generated voice.

Vocoders from the three main categories described above (mixed excitation, glottal, sinusoidal vocoders) are compared in the current study with two separate listening test arrangements (formal and crowd-sourced). Even though vocoder comparisons have been published in several articles (e.g., [19]), the current research is motivated as follows. The main overall objective of this study is to evaluate vocoder performance by simultaneously comparing representative vocoders from each of the three main categories using the latest SPSS engines based on deep learning. To the best of our knowledge, this kind of comparison has not been conducted before. In addition, vocoder performance is known to vary from voice to voice (e.g., based on gender, speaking style, the audio quality of the recordings) [22]. However, there are no previous investigations that have studied how much the known vocoders belonging to the three main categories are affected by the characteristics of the selected voice. Therefore, as a supplement to the above overall objective, the current text-to-speech (TTS) study aims to find out how synthesis quality, achieved with vocoders belonging to the three main categories, depends on the voice selected for TTS.

Vocoder selection of this study is limited to one per vocoder family, with the exception of glottal vocoding where two techniques, GlottHMM and GlottDNN, are included. The GlottHMM vocoder [14] is regarded as a state-of-the-art glottal vocoder because it was already published some years ago, after which it has been successfully used in several SPSS studies [22]. GlottDNN is a new glottal vocoder based on the cumulative evolution of studies over recent years [23]–[26], including, for example, new spectral modeling and excitation generation techniques. Given this background, the current article is structured so that the first comprehensive description of the GlottDNN vocoder is presented first in Section II. The other vocoders selected for the study—namely STRAIGHT, pulse model in log-domain (PML) [27], and GlottHMM—are known techniques that have been described in previous articles and therefore they will be only briefly presented in Section III. Sections IV, V, and VI contain the conducted experiments, results, and discussion respectively.

II. THE GLOTTDNN VOCODER

A. General

As discussed in Section I, GlottDNN is the most recent glottal vocoder and it has been developed in a cumulative evolution from the GlottHMM vocoder in a series of studies conducted over the past five years [23]–[26]. Compared to GlottHMM, GlottDNN utilizes the latest glottal inverse filtering (GIF) methodology to estimate the glottal source from the speech signal. The GIF methodology used in GlottDNN is quasi-closed phase (QCP) analysis [28], which enables computing the high-quality physiologically motivated source-filter separation of speech into the glottal excitation and vocal tract transfer function. Moreover, GlottDNN synthesis is performed by using a deep learning-based generation of the vocoder’s excitation waveform.

B. GIF with QCP analysis

Voiced speech is produced by the air-flow streaming from the lungs, generating oscillations at the vocal folds. This airflow is further modulated by the resonances of the vocal tract and finally radiated at the lips to produce the speech pressure signal. In GIF, this process is commonly modeled with the linear source-filter model of speech production [6]:

$$S(z) = G(z)V(z)L(z),$$

(1)

where $S(z)$ is the speech signal, $G(z)$ is the glottal excitation, $V(z)$ is the vocal tract transfer function, and $L(z)$ is a first-order differentiator modeling the lip radiation effect. Based on
this, most GIF algorithms focus on the task of estimating the transfer function \( V(z) \) and the first time-derivative of glottal flow is regarded as the effective driving excitation \( E(z) \) of voiced speech:

\[
E(z) = G(z)L(z) = \frac{S(z)}{V(z)},
\]

(2)

which is also the glottal excitation model assumed in the GlottDNN vocoder.

It is known that \( V(z) \) can be represented with great accuracy for most speech sounds as an all-pole filter (i.e., as an autoregressive [AR] process), with the exception of nasal sounds [6]. Furthermore, the glottal excitation serves mainly as a maximum-phase component in the production of the speech signal [29] and this excitation has its largest impact on short intervals in the vicinity of glottal closure instants (GCIs). Based on this information, the recently proposed GIF method, QCP analysis [28], aims to attenuate the effect of the glottal excitation in the estimation of \( V(z) \) by using temporally weighted linear prediction (WLP) [30] with a specific attenuated main excitation (AME) weighting function [31]. The goal of AME weighting is to de-emphasize the prominent effect of the prediction error in the vicinity of GCIs (see Section II-C) so that the filter coefficients optimized are more prone to model \( V(z) \) and not the effects of the periodic excitation signal that cause harmonic bias to estimated formants. It should be emphasized that the AME weighting is done on the squared prediction error signal in the optimization of the underlying AR model and should not be mixed up with the traditional short-time windowing (e.g., Hamming windowing) used for reducing truncation effects.

A block diagram describing the estimation of the glottal flow with QCP is shown in Figure 1. For each frame, the GCIs are estimated and the corresponding AME function is generated. Next, WLP analysis is performed for the pre-emphasized frame. The pre-emphasis is used to flatten the spectral tilt of the glottal excitation [6]. Finally, the original frame is inverse filtered with \( \frac{1}{V(z)} \) to obtain the estimate for the glottal flow derivative \( e(n) \).

C. Speech analysis and parametrization

A block diagram of the analysis stage of the GlottDNN vocoder is shown on the left-hand side of Figure 2. The speech signal is analyzed in frames of length \( t_f \) at intervals of \( t_s \). The fundamental frequency \( f_0 \) (in Hz) and windowed energy (in dB) of the frame are extracted and added to the feature vector. Next, the vocal tract model \( V(z) \) is obtained with frequency-warped time-weighted linear prediction (WWLP) that uses GCIs to construct the AME weighting function (see Section II-B) for the filter optimization. The estimate of \( V(z) \) is converted into line spectral frequencies (LSFs) [32] and added to the feature vector. Finally, the frame is inverse filtered with \( \frac{1}{V(z)} \) to obtain the glottal excitation estimate \( e(n) \). From the glottal excitation estimate, two sets of parameters are computed: First, the spectral tilt, which is modeled with low-order linear prediction (LP) analysis (parameterized as LSFs), and second, the harmonic-to-noise ratio (in dB) of the glottal excitation that is compressed using equivalent rectangular bandwidths (ERB) [33]. For unvoiced frames, the analysis pipeline is identical, except in vocal tract modeling where WWLP with a constant weighting function is used without pre-emphasis in computing the vocal tract transfer function.

Vocal Tract Modeling with WWLP: The AME weighting function was originally formulated to be used in WLP to compute all-pole spectral envelopes that are less prone to show formants biased by the harmonic peaks of the excitation [31]. However, WLP is formulated in the linear frequency domain that is not auditorily justified, particularly for full-band speech (i.e., \( f_s \approx 48 \) kHz). This is because the most important acoustical contents of speech are present at lower frequencies (e.g., 1 kHz to 3 kHz) [6], so it is desirable to have better modeling accuracy in those frequencies. In warped LP [34], the AR model can be optimized using a warped frequency scale that approximates the human auditory system. Unfortunately, warped LP also results in larger biasing of formants by harmonics [35]. WWLP [26], however, is a recently proposed method that can be regarded as a fusion between weighted LP and warped LP: WWLP takes advantage of the AME weighting function to reduce the biasing of formants by harmonics in the filter optimization in order to obtain frequency-warped AR estimates for the vocal tract transfer function. The formulation of WWLP, originally presented in [26], is as follows.

In WWLP, the AR model predicts the sample \( s_n \) at time-index \( n \) as a linear combination of \( p \) previous warped samples:

\[
s_n = \sum_{k=1}^{p} a_k y_{k,n} + G e_n,
\]

(3)

where \( \{a_k\} \) denote the prediction coefficients, \( G \) is the filter gain, \( e_n \) is the excitation, and \( y_{k,n} \) is the output of \( s_n \) convolved \( k \) times through a general function \( D(z) \) that models the warped delay line. In WWLP, \( D(z) \) is of the form:

\[
D(z) = \frac{z^{-1} - \lambda}{1 - \lambda e^{-1}},
\]

(4)

where \( \lambda \) is the warping coefficient. Based on this, \( y_{k,n} \) can be expressed as:

\[
y_{k,n} = \begin{cases} s_n & , \quad k = 0 \\ d_n * d_n * \cdots * d_n * s_n & , \quad 1 \leq k \leq p, \end{cases}
\]

(5)

where \( d_n \) is the impulse response of \( D(z) \).

To obtain the optimal coefficients \( \{a_k\} \) of the model in Eq. 3, an optimization criterion must be selected. The approach taken in WWLP is to use a time-weighted squared sum as the optimization criterion:

\[
E_{WWLP} = \sum_{n} W_n e_n^2 = \sum_{n} W_n (s_n - \sum_{k=1}^{p} a_k y_{k,n})^2,
\]

(6)

where for voiced speech \( W_n = 1.0 \), which reduces the analysis into conventional warped LP. With
the error criterion set, the analytic solution for the optimal coefficients can be obtained as [26]:

\[
\mathbf{a}_{opt} = \left( \sum_n W_n \mathbf{y}_n \mathbf{y}_n^\top \right)^{-1} \left( \sum_n W_n s_n \mathbf{y}_n \right),
\]  

(7)

where \( \mathbf{a} = [a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_p]^\top \) and \( \mathbf{y}_n = [y_{1,n}, y_{2,n}, \ldots, y_{p,n}]^\top \). When summing from \( n = 0 \) to \( n = N - 1 + p \), where \( N \) is the frame length in samples, the matrix to be inverted in Eq. 7 can be interpreted as the frequency-warped and time-weighted autocorrelation matrix of the analyzed signal.

**Harmonic-to-Noise Ratio Estimation and Modeling:** The degree of voicing, i.e., the level difference between the harmonic components produced by the periodic vibrations of the vocal folds and the aperiodic noise of the glottal source, is represented as the harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR). HNR is computed as the relative difference between the DFT upper and lower envelopes of the windowed glottal source estimate. The upper envelope is estimated by dynamic peak picking of harmonics from a high-resolution FFT magnitude spectrum and the lower envelope is estimated by averaging samples half-way between the harmonic peaks. Finally, HNR is converted into dB, and averaged across ERB bands of a selected parameter order [33].

D. Speech Synthesis

A block diagram of the synthesis stage of the GlottDNN vocoder is presented on the right-hand side of Figure 2. First, the initial excitation signal for the entire utterance is produced by the pitch-synchronous overlap-add (PSOLA) procedure [36]. For voiced speech, the glottal excitation segments are generated as two pitch-period long pulses (based on \( f_0 \)) that are scaled in energy. The glottal pulse generation block is implemented as a deep neural network (DNN) that is trained with GlottDNN feature vectors as an input and zero-padded two pitch-period glottal flow derivative pulses as an output [23]–[25]. A single pre-computed pulse with interpolation to target \( f_0 \) can also be used as the base pulse. For unvoiced speech, a white noise sequence of a pre-determined length is generated for each frame.

After the initial excitation signal has been generated, it is processed according to the HNR and spectral tilt features. The HNR processing is done by adding noise in the spectral domain using the conventional overlap-add procedure. The spectral tilt is adjusted to the target by modifying the synthesis vocal tract filter according to

\[
H_{\text{match}}(z) = H_{\text{base}}(z) \cdot H_{\text{target}}(z),
\]  

(8)

where \( H_{\text{match}}(z) \) is the matching filter, \( H_{\text{base}}(z) \) denotes the LP inverse model of the initial excitation, and \( H_{\text{target}}(z) \) is the target spectral tilt.

Finally, to obtain the synthesized speech, each frame of the generated excitation signal is filtered in the spectral domain with a time-varying all-pole filter, inverse Fourier transformed and pitch-asynchronously overlap-added. The gain of each filter is adjusted according to the target energy of the current frame so that the energy of the filtered excitation matches the target.

**DNN-based Glottal Excitation Generation:** A block diagram describing the training of the DNN-based glottal excitation generation is presented in Figure 3. For each speech frame within the training dataset, the GlottDNN vocoder parameters are analyzed and fed to the input vector. The DNN target output generation is more specific: First, the glottal flow derivative, estimated by QCP, is constructed over the frame so that the energy of the filtered excitation matches the target.
root of a Hann window), and finally zero-padded evenly from both edges to a constant length. The final pulse obtained this way has its middle GCI exactly at the center index of the frame. This aspect is important, as it acts as phase locking for the target pulses, which allows the trained DNN to learn the waveform properties based on the assumption of an identical linear phase component.

It is worth noting that in the context of glottal source generation, a considerably smaller volume of speech data is required for DNN training than, for example, required in the acoustic models used in speech recognition or synthesis. This is for two reasons: First, as two pitch-period long glottal flow waveforms are used as the output of DNN, a large number of glottal pulses can be extracted by using a small volume of speech data (e.g., roughly 50,000 glottal pulses are obtained from 10 minutes of speech data). The second reason is that the glottal pulse to be estimated by the DNN is an elementary (simple) waveform, which is formed at the level of the glottis in the absence of vocal tract resonances.

After the training data has been computed with QCP, the excitation DNN can be trained. Our previous studies show that speech data (e.g., roughly 50,000 glottal pulses are obtained of glottal pulses can be extracted by using a small volume of speech data (e.g., roughly 50,000 glottal pulses are obtained from 10 minutes of speech data). The second reason is that the glottal pulse to be estimated by the DNN is an elementary (simple) waveform, which is formed at the level of the glottis in the absence of vocal tract resonances.

The inherent STRAIGHT parameters (in addition to \( f_0 \)) are thus the magnitude spectrogram of the envelope and the spectrogram representing the aperiodicity. For the purposes of SPSS, the STRAIGHT parameters are usually transformed into mel-generalized cepstral coefficients [40] (for the spectral envelope) and into log-average ERB coefficients (for the aperiodicity).

### B. PML

PML [27] is a state-of-the-art vocoder with its roots in sinusoidal modeling, namely the HMPD vocoder [16]. However, contrary to the traditional sinusoidal vocoding approaches, PML utilizes frequency domain pulse synthesis techniques from parameters that are obtained from sinusoidal modeling-based analysis. The PML analysis begins from the estimation of the \( f_0 \) contour (considered continuous and without explicit voicing decisions). Next, the magnitude spectrum is sampled at the harmonic frequencies to obtain a model of the spectral envelope (other spectral envelope extraction methods, such as STRAIGHT, can also be used). Finally, a specific phase distortion deviation (PDD) is computed with the help of harmonic phase distortion (PD) values:

\[
P_{i,h} = \phi_{i,h+1} - \phi_{i,h} - \phi_{i,1},
\]

where \( \phi_{i,h} \) is the phase value at frame \( i \) and harmonic \( h \). The PD values are then linearly interpolated to obtain \( P_{i}(\omega) \), a continuous spectral representation of phase distortion. PDD\( _i(\omega) \) is then computed as the short-term standard deviation of PD:

\[
PDD_i(\omega) = \sqrt{-2 \log \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n} e^{j(PD_n(\omega))} \right)}.
\]

PDD values show, in a normalized representation, how much phase distortion there is in each frequency bin compared to the estimated fundamental frequency. To simplify this model for speech synthesis applications, the PDD values are quantized into binary values known as the binary noise mask \( M_i(\omega) \). The quantization is done with a thresholding value of \( M_i(\omega) = 1 \) if \( PDD_i(\omega) > 0.75 \) and otherwise it is zero. The synthesis of the PML vocoder is done straightforwardly in the frequency domain: Based on the (continuous) \( f_0 \) contour, a
A single minimum phase pulse $S_i(\omega)$, of length $\frac{1}{f_0}$, is generated at each pitch mark $t_i$. The spectrum is set as the minimum phase response of the spectral envelope $V_i(\omega)$, and the phase spectrum values are replaced with random noise at frequency bins where $M_i(\omega) = 1$:

$$S_i(\omega) = e^{-j\omega t_i} \cdot V_i(\omega) \cdot N_i(\omega)^{M_i(\omega)}.$$ (17)

This versatile noise model gives the PML vocoder the ability to capture smooth transitions between voiced and unvoiced parts of speech without explicit voicing decisions; as for unvoiced frames (where $M_i(\omega)$ is mostly 1), the phase is mostly random.

### C. GlottHMM

GlottHMM [14] is a glottal vocoder that is the precursor to GlottDNN. GlottHMM analysis uses iterative adaptive inverse filtering (IAIF) [41] as an inverse filtering method to separate speech into the glottal source and vocal tract. Similarly to GlottDNN, the spectral tilt of the estimated glottal excitation and the vocal tract filter are parameterized with LSFs, and the HNR of the excitation signal is estimated to model the degree of aperiodicity. The synthesis part of GlottHMM uses a single base pulse to generate the voiced excitation. This base pulse is a hand-picked, high-quality glottal pulse that has been pre-computed from a voiced utterance with IAIF. Based on the vocoder parameters, the base pulse is interpolated to target pitch period, matched to the target HNR, and filtered to have the target spectral tilt. After this processing, the pulses are concatenated with white noise that represents the excitation of unvoiced speech sections in order to generate the final excitation signal. The generated excitation is then filtered with a direct form IIR filter based on the vocal tract LSFs.

### D. SPSS

In TTS, SPSS refers to a back-end architecture that uses data-driven acoustic modeling as its core technology [2]. The acoustic model is trained as a regression task from front-end provided linguistic specifications (which are language specific, obtained from text input) to a parametric representation of speech, traditionally the vocoder parameters (see Figure 4). Originally, the acoustic model was based on context-dependent HMMs structured by a regression tree [42], but recent approaches have overwhelmingly switched to regression models based on recurrent neural networks, such as long-short term memory (LSTM) [43] and gated recurrent unit (GRU) [44] networks. During synthesis time, the front-end provided linguistic specifications are fed into the acoustic model that produces the corresponding set of vocoder parameters, and the generated vocoder parameters are then transformed back into the speech waveform by using the vocoder.

### IV. Experiments

The experiments carried out in this study were designed to compare the four selected vocoders in terms of their achievable synthesis quality. This design of experiments is many-faceted: First, the performance of a vocoder can vary greatly between voices and/or voice types. For example, in glottal vocoders, the accuracy of the glottal flow estimation with GIF typically decreases for high-pitched speech, thereby degrading the synthesis quality for female voices and for voices with an expressive speaking style. Vocoder based on other paradigms might not suffer from this problem so much. Second, the potential maximum quality of vocoded speech, that is the analysis-synthesis quality (synthesis with natural parameter trajectories), might drastically differ from the corresponding TTS quality obtained by computing parameter trajectories from acoustic models of the TTS system. However, as the performance of acoustic models (and their post-processing methods [45]) improves, the analysis-synthesis quality also becomes more useful in TTS as a measure of upper bound. Third, many vocoders take advantage of similar analysis procedures (i.e., they have a representation for the $f_0$, spectral envelope, and aperiodicity), but they typically have greater differences in methods of waveform synthesis. As an example, the PML vocoder is recommended to be used [27] together with the STRAIGHT-estimated spectral envelope for optimal TTS quality. Finally, the test type and its other conditions (e.g., listener population, the quality of audio equipment used in the test) can all affect the outcome of subjective listening tests. For example, naive and expert listeners may focus their attention on different properties in speech quality and naturalness, and the quality of the used listening equipment (e.g., headphones versus laptop speakers) can affect the perceived differences.

The listening tests were designed by taking into account all of the above-mentioned concerns in a balanced way. First, for all of the tests, four different voices (two male and two female) with different characteristics were selected as follows: (1) “Nick” [46], a high-quality British English male voice recording with low expressiveness, (2) “Roger”, a highly expressive British English male voice with audible reverberation present in the recordings, (3) “Jenny”, a high-quality British English female voice recording with moderate expressiveness, and (4) “Nancy” [47], a high-quality American English female voice recording with high expressiveness. Table I shows the number of files employed for training, development, and testing for each voice.

Second, the tests were split into two categories: Tests conducted in a controlled listening environment with relatively experienced listeners and crowd-sourced tests with minimal control of the listeners and listening environment. The controlled tests were conducted as MUSHRA (multiple stimuli...
with hidden anchor and reference [48]) tests inside sound proofed listening booths with high-quality sound cards and headphones. The controlled tests (hereafter referred to as MUSHRA tests) included the analysis-synthesis quality and the TTS synthesis quality of the evaluated vocoders for all voices. To better facilitate the uncontrolled nature of the crowd-sourcing platform, the crowd-sourced tests utilized the degradation mean opinion score (DMOS) test [49] where a natural recording of an utterance is played as a reference and the subjects rate the quality degradation of the corresponding TTS synthesis sample on a scale from 1 to 5 where a higher score denotes better quality. This test type produces only one data point per test case, which makes single cases easier to evaluate for the listener compared to the MUSHRA test. Furthermore, the choice of the DMOS scale as opposed to the mean opinion score (MOS) or comparative mean opinion score (CMOS) was motivated by the fact that DMOS grounds the analysis-synthesis quality and the TTS synthesis quality of the evaluated vocoders for all voices. To better facilitate the uncontrolled nature of the crowd-sourcing platform, the crowd-sourced tests utilized the degradation mean opinion score (DMOS) test [49] where a natural recording of an utterance is played as a reference and the subjects rate the quality degradation of the corresponding TTS synthesis sample on a scale from 1 to 5 where a higher score denotes better quality. This test type produces only one data point per test case, which makes single cases easier to evaluate for the listener compared to the MUSHRA test. Furthermore, the choice of the DMOS scale as opposed to the mean opinion score (MOS) or comparative mean opinion score (CMOS) was motivated by the fact that DMOS grounds the analysis-synthesis quality and the TTS synthesis quality of the evaluated vocoders for all voices.

B. Objective analysis of voice characteristics

As discussed in Section IV, the voices of the experiments were selected to exhibit varying speaker characteristics. This is illustrated in Figure 5 using distribution histograms of three general acoustic parameters for all four voices. The analysis was computed from a subset of 2000 utterances for each voice, including only voiced frames. The analyzed features were the log $f_0$ and the first two cepstral coefficients ($c_0$ and $c_1$), which reflect the energy and spectral tilt of speech, respectively. The log $f_0$ distributions (Figure 5 (a)) clearly illustrate that “Roger” and “Nancy”, the two voices described as highly expressive, have wider distributions compared to “Nick” and “Jenny”. This difference is also reflected in the $c_0$ distributions (Figure 5 (b)), which are slightly more skewed towards right (i.e. high energy) for the more expressive voices ‘Roger” and “Nancy”. Finally, by looking at the distributions for $c_1$ (Figure 5 (c)), it can be clearly seen that “Nick” shows a large occurrence of high $c_1$ values. This means that compared to the other voices, “Nick” has more energy in low frequencies. The differences in spectral tilt are mainly due to the phonation mode of the glottal excitation. Therefore, the $c_1$ histogram of “Nick” indicates that this speaker has generally a softer, less pressed mode of phonation.

A. Vocoder setup

The speech used in the experiments was processed at a full-band (48 kHz) sampling frequency with a frame length of 25 milliseconds and a frame rate of 5 milliseconds. The vocoder parameter orders were selected to be of equal dimensions in the four vocoders compared. For STRAIGHT and PML, the spectral envelope was parameterized as mel-generalized cepstral coefficients [40] (order $p = 60$) with a warping factor of $\lambda = 0.77$, corresponding to the Bark scale. For GlottDNN and GlottHMM, the vocal tract filter was parameterized with a LSF representation of the order $p = 50$, with a warping factor of $\lambda = 0.54$ corresponding to the mel-scale. Using different warping factors is justified by the fact that in contrast to STRAIGHT and PML where the initial envelope analyzed on a linear scale is warped to the target scale, the glottal vocoders work in the warped frequency domain and are thus more prone to biasing of formants by harmonics that might degrade quality [50]. Additionally, the glottal vocoders used a filter of the order $m = 10$ to represent the spectral tilt of the glottal excitation (parameterized as LSFs).

The aperiodicity coefficients for each vocoder were parameterized with 25 parameters using the log-average value for ERB bands for GlottDNN, GlottHMM, and STRAIGHT. In PML, the mel-compressed average classification values for the binary noise mask values were parameterized.

The $f_0$ analysis was performed with a vocoder-independent setup using multiple pitch detection algorithms (SWIPE [51], RAPT [52], tempo [10]), with the final $f_0$ trajectories determined by a median vote of the used methods. All systems shared the same $f_0$ information in all parts of the experiments (during analysis and synthesis) to eliminate the effect of differing $f_0$ trajectories on vocoder performance.

Finally, the synthesis output of each vocoder was objectively normalized in terms of loudness according to the ITU-P.56 recommendation [53].
TABLE I
DATA SPLIT (IN NUMBER OF UTTERANCES) FOR EACH VOICE AND TOTAL DURATION OF THE CORPUS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voice</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>Total Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nick</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1hr 47mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger</td>
<td>4358</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>7hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny</td>
<td>4063</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>7hrs 51mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy</td>
<td>11682</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>16hrs 44mins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. The TTS system setup

The Merlin speech synthesis toolkit [54] (with a few modifications to ensure vocoder compatibility) was used to build the TTS voices. To get the phone durations, force alignment based on hidden Markov models (HMM) was done at state-level. Five-state HMM duration models were trained using mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) for each speaker. Mono-phoneme labels were converted to full-context phoneme labels using the Festival toolkit [55]. To map the ASCII test onto phonemic sound units, combilex [56] lexicon was used. The full contextual labels were mapped onto binary and real values at frame level using an HTS-style question file [57]. The dimension of the input labels was 335, of which the last nine values contain information about the duration of the phoneme, such as the position of the current frame in the current phoneme. Min–max normalization was applied on input features that scaled the features into the range of [0.01 to 0.99]. The output features, which depend upon the vocoder parameters, were scaled using the mean-variance normalization technique. The F0 was linearly interpolated before modeling, and a binary feature was used to record the voiced/unvoiced information for each frame.

For acoustic modeling, models based on LSTM [43] were employed to map the linguistic features to acoustic vocoder features (including static frame-level vocoder features and the corresponding Δ and ΔΔ features). The architecture of the neural network consists of four hidden layers of the sizes 256, 128, 512, and 512 hidden units. The first three hidden layers were feed-forward layers with a tanh activation function and the last hidden layer was an LSTM layer. The final output layer had a linear activation function. The mean square error between predicted and actual acoustic parameters was used as a cost function. The stochastic gradient decent (SGD) optimization algorithm was used to learn the parameters. The learning rate was set to a constant of value 0.002 for the first 10 epochs and afterwards it was decreased by half for each epoch. The initial momentum value was set to 0.3 and later increased to 0.9 after the first 10 epochs. The mini-batch size was set to 256 and the models were trained for 25 epochs. To increase the generalization accuracy, an early stopping criterion was employed.

Within synthesis time, oracle durations based on the forced alignment of the test set utterances were utilized to ensure minimal prosodic quality degradations and to enable the use of the original utterances as listening test references. This was also done to emphasize the effect of the vocoder differences in the listening tests. The parameters generated by the acoustic model were finalized with the maximum likelihood parameter generation (MLPG) algorithm [58], and finally, straightforward post-filtering [59] was applied to the spectral features to increase formant dynamics: For PML and STRAIGHT, the values of the cepstral coefficients (outside the first two) were multiplied by a constant of 1.4. For GlottDNN and GlottHMM, the spectral valleys of the synthesized vocal tract magnitude envelopes were multiplied by a constant of 0.3 [60]. Both of the utilized post-filtering methods are highly similar in their function (they boost the dynamics of the spectral envelope peaks with a constant factor), and they can be considered as well-known baseline methods. More advanced post-filtering techniques have been developed (e.g., [45], [61]), but we chose the baseline methods to keep the focus of the study on the vocoder differences, which should not be affected by the choice of the post-filtering method.

D. The MUSHRA test setup

Both of the MUSHRA tests included 40 test utterances (10 per voice) with samples from four vocoders, alongside hidden references (original speech utterances) and anchors (vocoded speech with over-simplified impulse excitation). Sixteen proficient English speakers (international university students, out of whom 10 were native English speakers) were recruited for the tests where the task was to rate (on a scale from 0 to 100) the overall quality of the samples compared to the real speech reference. The subjects performed the tests inside sound proofed listening booths using Sennheiser HD 650 headphones and a MOTU UltraLite Mk3 audio interface.

The difference between the two MUSHRA tests was straightforward: In the analysis-synthesis test, the original vocoder parameter trajectories were used to synthesize the test utterances and in the TTS test the synthesized parameter trajectories (with oracle durations) were used.

E. The DMOS test setup

The crowd-sourced DMOS tests were carried out on the CrowdFlower platform [62]. For each test, a total of 40 test utterances were selected (10 for each voice), alongside reference samples to test subject attentiveness. To participate in the test, the subject had to pass a pre-screening test consisting of reference pairs and anchor samples (the same as in the MUSHRA test) with at least 70% accuracy (i.e., on a discrete scale from 1 to 5, the quality of a reference sample had to be rated as 4 or 5, and an anchor sample had to be rated as 1 or 2). Approximately 200 participants (219 and 194 for the first and second test, respectively) attended each test, averaging approximately 30 evaluations per listener (or about 150 evaluations per test utterance).

1) The TTS synthesis quality test with vocoder-specific parameters: The test samples for the “out-of-the-box” vocoder quality test were generated with the same system as those in the MUSHRA test on TTS quality. This overlap acts as a control on the test setup facet of our tests: Any differences seen between this test and the MUSHRA TTS test are caused by either the test type or audio conditions at the listeners’ site.
2) The TTS synthesis quality test with a STRAIGHT envelope: For the test on TTS synthesis quality with the STRAIGHT envelope, the GlottDNN, PML, and STRAIGHT vocoders were used with the post-filtered STRAIGHT envelopes. GlottHMM was omitted from this test, because it does not support synthesis with a generic spectral envelope model. For GlottDNN, the synthesis filtering with the STRAIGHT spectral model was implemented as follows: First, the glottal excitation signal was generated as described in Section II-D. Next, the excitation was filtered in the frequency domain with a fixed frame rate so that the envelope of the magnitude spectrum matches the STRAIGHT spectrum (no additional post-filtering was performed). The phase is set according to the phase of the excitation and the minimum phase response of the STRAIGHT envelope, compensated by the spectral tilt of the excitation. The resulting spectra are inverse transformed into the time domain and overlapped-added in order to produce the speech signal. The synthesis models of PML and STRAIGHT directly support the STRAIGHT envelope representation, so no modifications were needed in these two vocoders.

V. RESULTS

A. The MUSHRA test results

The results for the MUSHRA tests are presented in Figure 6. The results were computed as marginal means and their 95% confidence intervals based on the repeated measures analysis of variance (rANOVA) model. In the first row, the overall results for all speakers for the compared vocoders are statistically significant with $p < 0.000001$.
The results of the DMOS test with STRAIGHT envelopes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GlottHMM</th>
<th>GlottDNN</th>
<th>PML</th>
<th>STRAIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jenny</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) The results of the DMOS test with vocoder-specific envelopes.

(b) The results of the DMOS test with STRAIGHT envelopes.

Fig. 7. The results of the crowd-sourced DMOS listening tests (N ≈ 150). Means and confidence intervals were obtained by fitting them to a normal distribution.

### TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GlottHMM</th>
<th>GlottDNN</th>
<th>PML</th>
<th>STRAIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All voices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlottHMM</td>
<td>10.8 p &lt; 0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlottDNN</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PML</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIGHT</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny</td>
<td>6 p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy</td>
<td>6.3 p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick</td>
<td>6.3 p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger</td>
<td>6.3 p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All voices</td>
<td>6.3 p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MANN-WHITNEY U-TEST RESULTS FOR THE DMOS TEST ON VOCODER QUALITY WITH VOCODER-SPECIFIC ENVELOPES.**

Statistically significant results with Bonferroni correction (p < 0.0005) are shown in a bold font.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GlottHMM</th>
<th>GlottDNN</th>
<th>PML</th>
<th>STRAIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All voices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlottHMM</td>
<td>z = 10.8 p &lt; 0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlottDNN</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PML</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIGHT</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny</td>
<td>z = 6 p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy</td>
<td>z = 6.3 p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick</td>
<td>z = 6.3 p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger</td>
<td>z = 6.3 p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All voices</td>
<td>z = 6.3 p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GlottHMM</th>
<th>GlottDNN</th>
<th>PML</th>
<th>STRAIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All voices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlottHMM</td>
<td>z = 6.8 p &lt; 10^-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlottDNN</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PML</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIGHT</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny</td>
<td>z = 6.8 p &lt; 10^-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy</td>
<td>z = 6.8 p &lt; 10^-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick</td>
<td>z = 6.8 p &lt; 10^-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger</td>
<td>z = 6.8 p &lt; 10^-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All voices</td>
<td>z = 6.8 p &lt; 10^-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MANN-WHITNEY U-TEST RESULTS FOR THE DMOS TEST ON VOCODER QUALITY WITH THE STRAIGHT ENVELOPE MODEL.**

Statistically significant results with Bonferroni correction (p < 0.0167) are shown in a bold font.

The voice-specific scores for the vocoders reveal a clear trend for the GlottDNN vocoder: The low-pitched male voices performed relatively well (no significant differences compared to PML), but the more high-pitched female voices dropped in relative performance. For the other vocoders, the voice-specific analysis-synthesis results are consistent between voices.

1) The analysis-synthesis quality test: The MUSHRA analysis-synthesis test results are presented in Figure 6a, and the Student’s t-test results between all systems are presented in Table II. Looking at the overall results, it can be seen that PML is the best performing vocoder (with a statistically significant margin), followed by GlottDNN and STRAIGHT without statistically significant differences. GlottHMM has the worst performance with a significant difference compared to the other vocoders. By looking at the voice-specific mean scores averaged over all vocoders, it can be observed that the “Nick” voice has the best overall performance by a significant margin, whereas the reverberant “Roger” voice seems to be the least suitable for voicing.

The voice-specific scores for the vocoders reveal a clear trend for the GlottDNN vocoder: The low-pitched male voices performed relatively well (no significant differences compared to PML), but the more high-pitched female voices dropped in relative performance. For the other vocoders, the voice-specific analysis-synthesis results are consistent between voices.

2) TTS synthesis quality test: The MUSHRA TTS test results are presented in Figure 6b, and the Student’s t-test results for all systems are presented in Table III. The overall results indicate PML and GlottHMM to be the best performing vocoders without statistically significant differences. An important thing to note is that when switching from analysis-synthesis to TTS, GlottHMM counter-intuitively increases its
score within the TTS context, whereas the overall scores drop for the other vocoders. The overall performance of GlottDNN is slightly behind PML and GlottHMM with statistically significant margins, and STRAIGHT is the worst performing vocoder with significant margins. The voice-specific scores averaged across all vocoders indicate that the differences between the voices are smaller than within analysis-synthesis, except for “Nick” whose TTS performance is on a par with the analysis-synthesis MUSHRA score.

Within the voice-specific scores for the vocoders, more specific differences arise than in the analysis-synthesis test. For the “Jenny” voice, the GlottDNN, GlottHMM, and PML do not have statistically significant differences. For “Nancy”, PML and GlottHMM have similar results (no significant difference), followed by GlottDNN and STRAIGHT (with significant differences). For “Nick”, GlottDNN has the highest score that, however, is not deemed as statistically significant compared to GlottHMM after the Bonferroni correction. For “Roger” the performance of GlottDNN drops greatly compared to the analysis-synthesis performance, with PML having the best quality. We speculate the the drastic relative drop in GlottDNN performance is caused by the reverberation that is present in the recordings. The excitation generation DNN learns to replicate this audio quality, which becomes more apparent in TTS.

**B. The DMOS test results**

Due to the nature of the crowd-sourcing platform, complete data for all test cases could not be obtained for each listener. Furthermore, since the DMOS test utilizes discrete ranking with sparse categories without anchor points, the linearity of the ranking scale is questionable. Due to this, ANOVA-based statistical methods are not suitable for the analysis of mean opinion score (MOS)-type tests, and the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test was used instead. The Mann-Whitney U-test with bias control for listener and utterance variability is recommended in [63] for MOS tests. Since the reasoning behind this test for MOS arise from equivalent concerns as to those in our DMOS test, we applied the recommended procedures as described in [63] for our tests. The means and their confidence intervals are obtained by parameter fitting to a normal distribution based on the raw test data.

1) The **TTS synthesis quality test with vocoder-specific parameters**:

The “out-of-the-box” TTS quality DMOS test results are presented in Figure 7a, and the Mann-Whitney U-test results for all systems are presented in Table IV. GlottHMM gets the best DMOS score with significant margins. The mean results for GlottDNN and PML are highly similar, but a significant difference in favor of PML can be seen from the U-test. The overall voice-specific results are highly similar to the MUSHRA test for TTS quality, as expected, with only the performance of GlottHMM being elevated for all voices. The “Nick” voice receives a DMOS score of 4.19 for the GlottHMM and GlottDNN vocoders, which indicates a peculiarly high quality as the quality is deemed, on average, to be above “good” compared to the corresponding natural speech sample. The U-test does not indicate a statistically significant difference between GlottDNN and PML however.

2) The **TTS synthesis quality test with a STRAIGHT envelope**:

The DMOS test results for TTS with a STRAIGHT envelope are presented in Figure 7b, and the Mann-Whitney U-test results for all systems are presented in Table V. The overall performance of STRAIGHT in both tests is nearly identical, as expected. PML slightly increases its mean score, but the differences are within the error margins, whereas the overall performance of GlottDNN decreases. The overall scores have statistically significant differences between all vocoders. The voice-specific scores averaged over vocoders cannot be directly compared to the results of the first DMOS test due to the absence of GlottHMM within the data. Within the voice-specific scores for the vocoders, the use of the STRAIGHT envelope increases the performance of PML within all of the voices except for “Nick”. For GlottDNN, the DMOS score for “Nancy” is slightly increased and for “Nick” it is greatly decreased.

**VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

Vocoders from the three main categories (mixed excitation, glottal, sinusoidal vocoders) were compared in the current study with formal and crowd-sourced listening tests. Vocoder quality was measured within the context of analysis-synthesis as well as TTS synthesis. Furthermore, the TTS experiments were divided into synthesis with vocoder-specific features and synthesis with a shared envelope model, where the waveform generation method of the vocoders is mainly responsible for the quality differences. Finally, all of the tests included four distinct voices as a way to investigate the effect of different speakers on the resulting vocoder-generated speech quality.

The results presented in Section V reveal many interesting facets about the role of vocoders in statistical parametric speech synthesis. Most importantly, the choice of the voice has a profound impact on the overall quality of the vocoder-generated voice, and the best vocoder for each voice can vary case by case (e.g., see the performance of GlottDNN for “Nick” compared to the other voices). Furthermore, it can be seen that PML has the best overall performance across all of the performed tests. The overall best performance of “Nick” can be attributed to the voice characteristics presented in Section IV-B, which show that “Nick” has the lowest average $f_0$ with the smallest deviation, alongside a larger spectral tilt compared to the other voices. Both of these properties are beneficial for accurate extraction of the spectral envelope. In addition, the steep spectral tilt downgrades the relative importance of high frequencies, where the stochastic components are more prominent, in assessing signal quality. This also explains the good performance of the glottal vocoders with the “Nick” voice.

Second, the analysis-synthesis quality of a vocoder cannot be used as a reliable predictor of TTS synthesis quality with the current acoustic models (see the remarkable absolute and relative performance gains of GlottHMM in TTS compared to analysis-synthesis). Based on this difference for GlottHMM, it can be argued that the shortcomings of the spectral model (from which GlottHMM suffers in analysis-synthesis) are averaged out in current SPSS acoustic models. Furthermore, when
comparing the performance differences between GlottHMM and GlottDNN, we speculate that the quality of the DNN-based excitation of GlottDNN is highly voice-specific (for example, the performance of “Roger” decreased considerably because of the picked-up reverberation), as is also concluded in a separate study [64]. The simple excitation generation based on a high-quality glottal pulse utilized by GlottHMM is thus a safer option for more challenging voices.

The DMOS tests reveal that when controlling for the spectral models of the vocoders (where the perceived differences arise from the waveform generation procedure), the differences between vocoders are similar to the baseline results. This indicates that the waveform synthesis method of a vocoder is essential for quality improvements, which is also reported in [18]. In PML, the performance gains compared to STRAIGHT are achieved by a more sophisticated noise model, whereas in GlottDNN the main difference is the more physiologically oriented phase information of the excitation (whereas STRAIGHT and PML use minimum phase responses of the overall spectral envelope). This suggests that in future research, the integration of these approaches—the accurate excitation phase generation based on the vocoder features, and a more natural stochastic texture based on the binary noise mask features—could be beneficial.
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